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NETWORK DEVICE

(57) Provided in the present disclosure are a data
processing method, an information configuration meth-
od, a terminal, and a network device. The data processing
method is applied to the terminal, comprising: a PDCP
entity of the terminal determines, in a transmission path
set currently in the activated state, at least one first trans-
mission path that requires to be changed from the acti-

vated state to the deactivated state; when the at least
one first transmission path does not include all transmis-
sion paths in the transmission path set, the PDCP entity
of the terminal instructs the radio link control (RLC) entity
corresponding to the first transmission path to discard
the duplicate data; wherein, the transmission path set
includes at least one transmission path.
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Description

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATION

[0001] This application claims priority to Chinese Pat-
ent Application No. 201910108439.9 filed in China on
January 18, 2019, which is incorporated herein by refer-
ence in its entirety.

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0002] The present disclosure relates to the field of
communications technologies, and in particular, to a data
processing method, an information configuration meth-
od, a terminal, and a network device.

BACKGROUND

[0003] In a related technology, when a transmission
path corresponding to a radio bearer (Radio Bearer, RB)
is deactivated, to improve resource utilization, a Packet
Data Convergence Protocol (Packet Data Convergence
Protocol, PDCP) instructs a Radio Link Control (Radio
Link Control, RLC) entity corresponding to the deactivat-
ed transmission path to discard a duplicated data packet
received from an upper layer.
[0004] However, when the RB is configured with a PD-
CP data duplication function for more than two transmis-
sion paths, if the discarded data has no copy in a currently
active transmission path, packet removal is caused.

SUMMARY

[0005] Embodiments of the present disclosure provide
a data processing method, an information configuration
method, a terminal, and a network device, to resolve a
problem that when an RB is configured with a PDCP data
duplication function for more than two transmission
paths, if discarded data has no copy in a currently acti-
vated transmission path, packet removal is caused and
communication reliability cannot be ensured.
[0006] To resolve the foregoing problem, the following
solutions are used in the present disclosure:
[0007] According to a first aspect, an embodiment of
the present disclosure provides a data processing meth-
od, applied to a terminal and including:

determining, by a Packet Data Convergence Proto-
col PDCP entity of the terminal, at least one first
transmission path that is in a transmission path set
currently in an activated state and that needs to be
changed from the activated state to a deactivated
state; and
instructing, by the PDCP entity of the terminal, a Ra-
dio Link Control RLC entity corresponding to the first
transmission path to discard duplicated data, in the
case where the at least one first transmission path
is not all transmission paths in the transmission path

set; where
the transmission path set includes at least one trans-
mission path.

[0008] According to a second aspect, an embodiment
of the present disclosure provides an information config-
uration method, applied to a network device and includ-
ing:

sending configuration information of a Packet Data
Convergence Protocol PDCP data duplication func-
tion of a first radio bearer RB to a terminal; where
the PDCP data duplication function corresponds to
at least three transmission paths.

[0009] According to a third aspect, an embodiment of
the present disclosure provides a terminal, including:

a determining module, configured to determine at
least one first transmission path that is in a transmis-
sion path set currently in an activated state and that
needs to be changed from the activated state to a
deactivated state; and
an instruction module, configured to: instruct a Radio
Link Control RLC entity corresponding to the first
transmission path to discard duplicated data, in the
case where the at least one first transmission path
is not all transmission paths in the transmission path
set; where
the transmission path set includes at least one trans-
mission path.

[0010] According to a fourth aspect, an embodiment
of the present disclosure provides a terminal, including
a memory, a processor, and a program that is stored in
the memory and executable on the processor, where the
program is executed by the processor to implement steps
of the foregoing data processing method.
[0011] According to a fifth aspect, an embodiment of
the present disclosure provides a network device, includ-
ing:

a sending module, configured to send configuration
information of a Packet Data Convergence Protocol
PDCP data duplication function of a first radio bearer
RB to a terminal; where
the PDCP data duplication function corresponds to
at least three transmission paths.

[0012] According to a sixth aspect, an embodiment of
the present disclosure provides a network device, includ-
ing a memory, a processor, and a program that is stored
in the memory and executable on the processor, where
the program is executed by the processor to implement
steps of the foregoing information configuration method.
[0013] According to a seventh aspect, an embodiment
of the present disclosure provides a computer-readable
storage medium, where the computer-readable storage
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medium stores a program, and the program is executed
by a processor to implement steps of the foregoing data
processing method or steps of the foregoing information
configuration method.
[0014] Beneficial effects of the present disclosure are:
[0015] In the foregoing solution, a PDCP entity of a
terminal determines at least one first transmission path
that is in a transmission path set currently in an activated
state and that needs to be changed from the activated
state to a deactivated state, and in the case where the
at least one first transmission path is not all transmission
paths in the transmission path set, the PDCP entity of
the terminal instructs an RLC entity corresponding to the
first transmission path to discard duplicated data. Be-
cause the discarded data has a copy in the transmission
path currently in the activated state, packet removal can
be avoided, and communication reliability can be en-
sured.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0016]

FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of a bearer type of a
PDCP data duplication function;
FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram of another bearer type
of a PDCP data duplication function;
FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram of a bearer type of a
multipath PDCP data duplication function;
FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram of another bearer type
of a multipath PDCP data duplication function;
FIG. 5 is a schematic flowchart of a data processing
method according to an embodiment of the present
disclosure;
FIG. 6 is a schematic flowchart of an information con-
figuration method according to an embodiment of
the present disclosure;
FIG. 7 is a schematic module diagram of a terminal
according to an embodiment of the present disclo-
sure;
FIG. 8 is a structural block diagram of a terminal ac-
cording to an embodiment of the present disclosure;
FIG. 9 is a schematic module diagram of a network
device according to an embodiment of the present
disclosure; and
FIG. 10 is a structural block diagram of a network
device according to an embodiment of the present
disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0017] To make the objects, technical solutions, and
advantages of the present disclosure clearer, the follow-
ing describes the present disclosure in detail with refer-
ence to the accompanying drawings and specific embod-
iments.
[0018] In the descriptions of the embodiments of the
present disclosure, some concepts used in the following

descriptions are explained first.

1. Introduction to Packet Data Convergence Protocol 
(Packet Data Convergence Protocol, PDCP) data dupli-
cation (that is, PDCP duplication) sending

[0019] In New Radio (New Radio, NR), to improve data
transmission reliability, a PDCP duplication function is
introduced. After a network side configures whether a
PDCP layer corresponding to a radio bearer (Radio Bear-
er, RB) of user equipment (User Equipment, UE, also
referred to as a terminal) needs to duplicate data of a
PDCP entity, the network side separately sends the du-
plicated data by using two different paths (for example,
two different Radio Link Control (Radio Link Control,
RLC) entities). Different RLC entities correspond to dif-
ferent logical channels.
[0020] The PDCP data duplication function may indi-
cate, by using Medium Access Control signaling (Medium
Access Control Control Element, MAC CE), whether to
enable (that is, to activate) or to disable (that is, to deac-
tivate). When configuring the PDCP data duplication
function for the RB, the network side may configure
whether the function is enabled immediately after being
configured, in other words, no MAC CE signaling is re-
quired to perform additional activation.

2. Bearer type of the PDCP data duplication function

[0021] In a 5G system, because a dual connectivity
(Dual Connectivity, DC) architecture is used (including
two cell groups: a master cell group (Master Cell Group,
MCG) and a secondary cell group (Secondary Cell
Group, SCG)), the bearer type of the PDCP data dupli-
cation function includes two types shown in FIG. 1 and
FIG. 2.
[0022] A11. Split bearer (Split bearer): A PDCP entity
corresponding to the bearer is in one cell group, and two
(or more) corresponding RLC entities and two (or more)
corresponding MAC entities are in different cell groups.
[0023] A12. Duplicate bearer (Duplicate bearer): The
bearer corresponds to one PDCP entity, two (or more)
RLC entities, and one MAC entity in one cell group.
[0024] The MCG corresponds to a MCG MAC entity,
and the SCG corresponds to an SCG MAC entity.
[0025] A network entity corresponding to the MCG is
a main node (Main Node, MN), and a network entity cor-
responding to the SCG is a secondary node (Secondary
Node, SN).

3. Multi-path PDCP data duplication (Multiple Leg PDCP 
Duplication)

[0026] As shown in FIG. 3 and FIG. 4, the PDCP data
duplication function may be configured with more than
two (for example, three) transmission paths (for example,
one PDCP entity corresponds to more than three RLC
entities), and the network side may choose to deactivate
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one or more of the paths (for example, one path may be
deactivated, but there are still two paths that can work).
The deactivated path is not used for data receiving or
sending, and the PDCP data duplication function may
still be used by using an activated path. For the deacti-
vated path, the terminal cannot send data through the
logical channel. For the activated path, the terminal can
send data through the logical channel.
[0027] A technical problem to be resolved in the
present disclosure is that, when a transmission path cor-
responding to an RB is deactivated, to improve resource
utilization, a PDCP entity instructs an RLC entity corre-
sponding to the deactivated transmission path to discard
a duplicated data packet received from an upper layer.
However, when the RB is configured with a PDCP data
duplication function for more than two transmission
paths, if the discarded data has no copy in a currently
activated transmission path, packet removal is caused.
[0028] For the foregoing problem, the present disclo-
sure provides a data processing method, an information
configuration method, a terminal, and a network device.
[0029] As shown in FIG. 5, an embodiment of the
present disclosure provides a data processing method.
The data processing method is applied to a terminal and
includes the following steps:
[0030] Step 501: A Packet Data Aggregation Protocol
PDCP entity of the terminal determines at least one first
transmission path that is in a transmission path set cur-
rently in an activated state and that needs to be changed
from the activated state to a deactivated state.
[0031] It should be noted that the transmission path
set includes at least one transmission path.
[0032] Step 502: in the case where the at least one
first transmission path is not all transmission paths in the
transmission path set, the PDCP entity of the terminal
instructs a Radio Link Control RLC entity corresponding
to the first transmission path to discard duplicated data.
[0033] For example, the duplicated data is a PDCP pro-
tocol data unit (Protocol Data Unit, PDU).
[0034] It should be noted that, in this embodiment of
the present disclosure, in the case where a Packet Data
Convergence Protocol (PDCP) data duplication function
of a first radio bearer (RB) corresponds to at least three
transmission paths, the first RB is a specific RB of the
terminal.
[0035] It should be noted that, in this embodiment of
the present disclosure, if not all transmission paths cur-
rently in the activated state are configured to be deacti-
vated, the PDCP entity only instructs an RLC entity cor-
responding to a transmission path configured to be de-
activated to discard duplicated data; and if all the trans-
mission paths currently in the activated state are config-
ured to be deactivated, the PDCP entity does not instruct
the RLC entity corresponding to the transmission paths
that are configured to be deactivated to discard duplicat-
ed data. It should be noted that the duplicated data is
received by the RLC entity from an upper layer, so that
a case in which packet removal is easily caused when

all the activated paths are deactivated can be avoided.
[0036] It should be noted that, it is assumed that when
instructing the RLC entity to discard the duplicated data,
the PDCP entity of the terminal sends a discard instruc-
tion to the RLC entity, and the PDCP entity of the terminal
does not instruct the RLC entity to discard the duplicated
data, which means that the PDCP entity of the terminal
does not send the discard instruction to the RLC entity.
[0037] For example, a PDCP data duplication function
of a specific RB of the terminal corresponds to six trans-
mission paths: a transmission path 1, a transmission path
2, a transmission path 3, a transmission path 4, a trans-
mission path 5, and a transmission path 6. At a previous
moment, the transmission path 1, the transmission path
2, the transmission path 3, and the transmission path 4
are all in an activated state. At a next moment, the ter-
minal learns that a network device configures the trans-
mission path 1, the transmission path 2, and the trans-
mission path 3 to be deactivated. In this case, the PDCP
entity instructs RLC entities corresponding to the trans-
mission path 1, the transmission path 2, and the trans-
mission path 3 to discard duplicated data. If the trans-
mission path 1, the transmission path 2, the transmission
path 3, and the transmission path 4 are all configured to
be deactivated, and the transmission path 5 and the
transmission path 6 are configured to be activated, the
PDCP entity does not instruct RLC entities corresponding
to the transmission path 1, the transmission path 2, the
transmission path 3, and the transmission path 4 to dis-
card duplicated data.
[0038] Further, it should be further noted that before
step 501, the data processing method further includes:
obtaining configuration information of a PDCP data du-
plication function of a first radio bearer RB of the terminal.
[0039] It should be noted that the following separately
describes the embodiments of the present disclosure in
detail from a perspective of whether to configure a main
transmission path for the PDCP data duplication function.

1. The main transmission path is not configured.

[0040] In this case, the configuration information in-
cludes an initial state of the PDCP data duplication func-
tion of the first RB. Specifically, the initial state includes
the activated state or the deactivated state.
[0041] It should be noted that the initial state is indicat-
ed by using the transmission path set. For example, in
the case where the transmission path set indicates only
one transmission path, it indicates that the PDCP data
duplication function corresponding to the first RB is de-
activated, and data corresponding to the RB is transmit-
ted by using the indicated transmission path; and in the
case where the transmission path set indicates at least
two transmission paths, it indicates that the PDCP data
duplication function corresponding to the RB is activated,
and data corresponding to the first RB is transmitted by
using the indicated transmission paths.
[0042] Specifically, in this case, an implementation of
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step 501 is as follows:
obtaining, by the PDCP entity of the terminal, indication
information, where the indication information is used to
indicate a transmission path that needs to be deactivated;
and determining, by the PDCP entity of the terminal ac-
cording to the indication information, the at least one first
transmission path that is in the transmission path set cur-
rently in the activated state and that needs to be changed
from the activated state to the deactivated state.
[0043] It should be noted that the indication information
may be specifically obtained in one of the following man-
ners:
[0044] A11. The PDCP entity of the terminal receives
indication information sent by a network device by using
preset signaling.
[0045] The preset signaling includes Medium Access
Control (Medium Access Control, MAC) signaling or Ra-
dio Resource Control (Radio Resource Control, RRC)
signaling.
[0046] A12. The PDCP entity of the terminal obtains
indication information sent by a higher layer of the termi-
nal.
[0047] For example, the higher layer of the terminal
determines, based on a configuration of a network device
or a condition agreed upon in a protocol, whether to de-
activate a transmission path corresponding to a specific
RB, and sends the indication information to the PDCP
entity of the terminal.
[0048] It should be further noted that the indication in-
formation may be further used to indicate an activated
transmission path. In this embodiment of the present dis-
closure, only a transmission path changing from the ac-
tivated state to the deactivated state is considered.
Therefore, a transmission path changing from the deac-
tivated state to the activated state is not concerned in
this embodiment of the present disclosure.
[0049] It should be further noted that in the case where
the at least one first transmission path is all transmission
paths in the transmission path set, the PDCP entity does
not instruct an RLC entity corresponding to the first trans-
mission path to discard duplicated data, and a MAC entity
of the terminal transmits the duplicated data in the RLC
entity corresponding to the first transmission path.
[0050] Specifically, in the case where the RLC entity
corresponding to the transmission path changing from
the activated state to the deactivated state still has data,
a MAC entity corresponding to the RLC entity continues
to allocate an uplink grant to the RLC entity, and the MAC
entity transmits, according to a preset rule, the duplicated
data in the RLC entity corresponding to the first trans-
mission path.
[0051] Specifically, the preset rule includes:
a logical channel limitation corresponding to the RLC en-
tity corresponding to the first transmission path is config-
ured for the PDCP data duplication function, and when
data in the RLC entity corresponding to the first trans-
mission path is transmitted, the logical channel limitation
is not used for a logical channel corresponding to the

RLC entity corresponding to the first transmission path.
[0052] In other words, if a logical channel limitation cor-
responding to the RLC entity is configured because of
the PDCP data duplication function, when the MAC entity
transmits data in an RLC entity corresponding to a de-
activated transmission path, a logical channel limitation
(a limitation on mapping between a logical channel and
a carrier, or a limitation on mapping between a logical
channel and a frequency domain range (such as band-
width part (Band Width Part, BWP) mapping limitation))
is not used for a logical channel corresponding to the
RLC entity. Otherwise, the logical channel limitation is
used for the logical channel corresponding to the RLC
entity.

2. The main transmission path is configured.

[0053] In this case, the configuration information may
use any one of the following two manners:

Manner 1: The configuration information includes a
main transmission path of the first RB.
It should be noted that the main transmission path
is always in an activated state.
Manner 2: The configuration information includes a
main transmission path of the first RB and an initial
state of the PDCP data duplication function of the
first RB.

[0054] Specifically, the initial state includes the activat-
ed state or the deactivated state.
[0055] Optionally, the initial state is indicated in at least
one of the following manners:

B11. Indication information of a preset quantity of
bits.
For example, indication information of one bit may
be used. For example, when a value of the indication
variable is "0", it indicates that a PDCP data dupli-
cation function corresponding to the RB is deactivat-
ed, and data corresponding to the RB is transmitted
by using the main transmission path; and when the
value of the indication variable is "1", it indicates that
the PDCP data duplication function corresponding
to the RB is activated, and the data corresponding
to the RB is transmitted by using all configured trans-
mission paths.
B12. The transmission path set.

[0056] For example, in the case where there is no other
transmission path than the main transmission path indi-
cated by the transmission path set, it indicates that the
PDCP data duplication function corresponding to the RB
is deactivated; and in the case where at least one trans-
mission path is included other than the main transmission
path indicated by the transmission path set, it indicates
that the PDCP data duplication function corresponding
to the RB is activated.
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[0057] It should be further noted that in the case where
the initial state is indicated by using both the indication
information of the preset quantity of bits and the trans-
mission path set, in the case where the initial state indi-
cates that the PDCP data duplication function is activat-
ed, the transmission path set indicates an activated trans-
mission path set.
[0058] Specifically, in this case, an implementation of
step 501 is as follows:

receiving Radio Resource Control RRC signaling
sent by a network device for reconfiguring the main
transmission path;
and determining, by the PDCP entity of the terminal
based on the RRC signaling, the at least one first
transmission path that is in the transmission path set
currently in the activated state and that needs to be
changed from the activated state to the deactivated
state; where
the RRC signaling carries an initial state of a PDCP
data duplication function obtained after the main
transmission path is reconfigured.

[0059] It should be noted that the terminal may deter-
mine, based on the initial state of the PDCP data dupli-
cation function obtained after reconfiguration, transmis-
sion paths that are changed from the activated state to
the deactivated state.
[0060] It should be further noted that in the case where
the at least one first transmission path is all transmission
paths in the transmission path set, the PDCP entity does
not instruct an RLC entity corresponding to the first trans-
mission path to discard duplicated data, and a MAC entity
of the terminal transmits the duplicated data in the RLC
entity corresponding to the first transmission path.
[0061] Specifically, in the case where the RLC entity
corresponding to the transmission path changing from
the activated state to the deactivated state still has data,
a MAC entity corresponding to the RLC entity continues
to allocate an uplink grant to the RLC entity, and the MAC
entity transmits, according to a preset rule, the duplicated
data in the RLC entity corresponding to the first trans-
mission path.
[0062] Specifically, the preset rule includes:
a logical channel limitation corresponding to the RLC en-
tity corresponding to the first transmission path is config-
ured for the PDCP data duplication function, and when
data in the RLC entity corresponding to the first trans-
mission path is transmitted, the logical channel limitation
is not used for a logical channel corresponding to the
RLC entity corresponding to the first transmission path.
[0063] In other words, if a logical channel limitation cor-
responding to the RLC entity is configured because of
the PDCP data duplication function, when the MAC entity
transmits data in an RLC entity corresponding to a de-
activated transmission path, a logical channel limitation
(a limitation on mapping between a logical channel and
a carrier, or a limitation on mapping between a logical

channel and a frequency domain range (such as, BWP)
mapping limitation) is not used for a logical channel cor-
responding to the RLC entity. Otherwise, the logical
channel limitation is used for the logical channel corre-
sponding to the RLC entity.
[0064] Specifically, it should be further noted that, after
the main transmission path is configured, behavior of the
PDCP entity of the terminal may further include: deter-
mining, based on indication information of the deactivat-
ed transmission path, a second transmission path that is
changed from the activated state to the deactivated state,
and the PDCP entity instructs an RLC entity correspond-
ing to the second transmission path to discard duplicated
data.
[0065] Specifically, the indication information of the de-
activated transmission path may be indicated by MAC
signaling delivered by the network device, or may be in-
dicated by signaling of a higher layer of the terminal. For
example, the higher layer of the terminal determines,
based on a configuration of the network device or a con-
dition agreed upon in a protocol, whether to activate or
deactivate a transmission path corresponding to a spe-
cific RB, and sends the indication information to the PD-
CP entity of the terminal.
[0066] It should be noted that, in this embodiment of
the present disclosure, a PDCP entity of a terminal de-
termines at least one first transmission path that is in a
transmission path set currently in an activated state and
that needs to be changed from the activated state to a
deactivated state, and in the case where the at least one
first transmission path is not all transmission paths in the
transmission path set, the PDCP entity of the terminal
instructs an RLC entity corresponding to the first trans-
mission path to discard duplicated data. Because the dis-
carded data has a copy in the transmission path currently
in the activated state, packet removal can be avoided,
and communication reliability can be ensured.
[0067] As shown in FIG. 6, an embodiment of the
present disclosure further provides an information con-
figuration method. The information configuration method
is applied to a network device and includes the following
step:
Step 601: Send configuration information of a Packet Da-
ta Convergence Protocol PDCP data duplication function
of a first radio bearer RB to a terminal.
[0068] The PDCP data duplication function corre-
sponds to at least three transmission paths.
[0069] Optionally, the configuration information in-
cludes an initial state of the PDCP data duplication func-
tion of the first RB.
[0070] The initial state includes an activated state or a
deactivated state.
[0071] Optionally, the initial state is indicated by using
a transmission path set.
[0072] Optionally, the configuration information in-
cludes a main transmission path of the first RB; or

the configuration information includes a main trans-
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mission path of the first RB and an initial state of the
PDCP data duplication function of the first RB; where
the initial state includes an activated state or a de-
activated state.

[0073] Optionally, the initial state is indicated in at least
one of the following manners:

indication information of a preset quantity of bits; and
a transmission path set.

[0074] It should be noted that all descriptions of the
network device in the foregoing embodiments are appli-
cable to the embodiments of the information configura-
tion method, and a same technical effect can also be
achieved.
[0075] As shown in FIG. 7, an embodiment of the
present disclosure provides a terminal 700, including:

a determining module 701, configured to determine
at least one first transmission path that is in a trans-
mission path set currently in an activated state and
that needs to be changed from the activated state to
a deactivated state; and
an instruction module 702, configured to: instruct a
Radio Link Control RLC entity corresponding to the
first transmission path to discard duplicated data, in
the case where the at least one first transmission
path is not all transmission paths in the transmission
path set; where
the transmission path set includes at least one trans-
mission path.

[0076] Optionally, before the determining module de-
termines the at least one first transmission path that is in
the transmission path set currently in the activated state
and that needs to be changed from the activated state
to the deactivated state, the terminal further includes:

an obtaining module, configured to obtain configu-
ration information of a Packet Data Convergence
Protocol PDCP data duplication function of a first
radio bearer RB of the terminal; where
the PDCP data duplication function corresponds to
at least three transmission paths.

[0077] Optionally, the configuration information in-
cludes an initial state of the PDCP data duplication func-
tion of the first RB.
[0078] The initial state includes the activated state or
the deactivated state.
[0079] Optionally, the initial state is indicated by using
the transmission path set.
[0080] Optionally, the determining module 701 in-
cludes:

a first obtaining unit, configured to obtain indication
information by a PDCP entity of the terminal, where

the indication information is used to indicate a trans-
mission path that needs to be deactivated; and
a first determining unit, configured to determine, by
the PDCP entity of the terminal according to the in-
dication information, the at least one first transmis-
sion path that is in the transmission path set currently
in the activated state and that needs to be changed
from the activated state to the deactivated state.

[0081] Specifically, the first obtaining unit is configured
to:

receive, by the PDCP entity of the terminal, indication
information sent by a network device by using preset
signaling; or
obtain, by the PDCP entity of the terminal, indication
information sent by a higher layer of the terminal;
where
the preset signaling includes Media Access Control
MAC signaling or Radio Resource Control RRC sig-
naling.

[0082] Optionally, the configuration information in-
cludes a main transmission path of the first RB; or

the configuration information includes a main trans-
mission path of the first RB and an initial state of the
PDCP data duplication function of the first RB; where
the initial state includes the activated state or the
deactivated state.

[0083] Optionally, the initial state is indicated in at least
one of the following manners:

indication information of a preset quantity of bits; and
the transmission path set.

[0084] Optionally, the determining module 701 in-
cludes:

a receiving unit, configured to receive Radio Re-
source Control RRC signaling sent by a network de-
vice for reconfiguring the main transmission path;
and
a second determining unit, configured to determine,
based on the RRC signaling, the at least one first
transmission path that is in the transmission path set
currently in the activated state and that needs to be
changed from the activated state to the deactivated
state; where
the RRC signaling carries an initial state of a PDCP
data duplication function obtained after the main
transmission path is reconfigured.

[0085] Optionally, before the determining module 701
determines the at least one first transmission path that
is in the transmission path set currently in the activated
state and that needs to be changed from the activated
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state to the deactivated state, the terminal further in-
cludes:
a transmission module, configured to: transmit duplicat-
ed data in the RLC entity corresponding to the first trans-
mission path, in the case where the at least one first trans-
mission path is all transmission paths in the transmission
path set.
[0086] Optionally, the transmission module is config-
ured to:

transmit, according to a preset rule, the duplicated
data in the RLC entity corresponding to the first trans-
mission path; where
the preset rule includes:
a logical channel limitation corresponding to the RLC
entity corresponding to the first transmission path is
configured for the PDCP data duplication function,
and when data in the RLC entity corresponding to
the first transmission path is transmitted, the logical
channel limitation is not used for a logical channel
corresponding to the RLC entity corresponding to
the first transmission path.

[0087] It should be noted that this terminal embodiment
is a terminal corresponding to the foregoing data
processing method applied to the terminal. All implemen-
tations of the foregoing embodiment are applicable to
this terminal embodiment, and a same technical effect
can also be achieved.
[0088] FIG. 8 is a schematic diagram of a hardware
structure of a terminal according to an embodiment of
the present disclosure.
[0089] The terminal 80 includes but is not limited to
components such as a radio frequency unit 810, a net-
work module 820, an audio output unit 830, an input unit
840, a sensor 850, a display unit 860, a user input unit
870, an interface unit 880, a memory 890, a processor
811, and a power supply 812. A person skilled in the art
may understand that a structure of the terminal shown in
FIG. 8 does not constitute a limitation on the terminal,
and the terminal may include more or fewer components
than those shown in the figure, or combine some com-
ponents, or have different component arrangements. In
this embodiment of the present disclosure, the terminal
includes but is not limited to a mobile phone, a tablet
computer, a laptop computer, a palmtop computer, an
in-vehicle terminal, a wearable device, a pedometer, and
the like.
[0090] The processor 811 is configured to: determine,
by a Packet Data Convergence Protocol PDCP entity of
the terminal, at least one first transmission path that is in
a transmission path set currently in an activated state
and that needs to be changed from the activated state
to a deactivated state; and in the case where the at least
one first transmission path is not all transmission paths
in the transmission path set, instruct, by the PDCP entity
of the terminal, a Radio Link Control RLC entity corre-
sponding to the first transmission path to discard dupli-

cated data; where
the transmission path set includes at least one transmis-
sion path.
[0091] The PDCP entity of the terminal in this embod-
iment of the present disclosure determines at least one
first transmission path that is in a transmission path set
currently in an activated state and that needs to be
changed from the activated state to a deactivated state,
and in the case where the at least one first transmission
path is not all transmission paths in the transmission path
set, the PDCP entity of the terminal instructs an RLC
entity corresponding to the first transmission path to dis-
card duplicated data. Because the discarded data has a
copy in the transmission path currently in the activated
state, packet removal can be avoided, and communica-
tion reliability can be ensured.
[0092] It should be understood that, in this embodiment
of the present disclosure, the radio frequency unit 810
may be configured to receive and send information or
receive and send a signal in a call process. Specifically,
after downlink data from a network device is received,
the processor 811 processes the downlink data. In addi-
tion, uplink data is sent to the network device. Generally,
the radio frequency unit 810 includes but is not limited to
an antenna, at least one amplifier, a transceiver, a cou-
pler, a low noise amplifier, a duplexer, and the like. In
addition, the radio frequency unit 810 may further com-
municate with a network and another device by using a
wireless communication system.
[0093] The terminal provides wireless broadband In-
ternet access for a user by using the network module
820, for example, helping the user send and receive an
email, browse a web page, and access streaming media.
[0094] The audio output unit 830 may convert audio
data received by the radio frequency unit 810 or the net-
work module 820 or stored in the memory 890 into an
audio signal and output as sound. In addition, the audio
output unit 830 may further provide audio output (for ex-
ample, call signal receiving sound or message receiving
sound) related to a specific function performed by the
terminal 80. The audio output unit 830 includes a loud-
speaker, a buzzer, a telephone receiver, and the like.
[0095] The input unit 840 is configured to receive an
audio or video signal. The input unit 840 may include a
graphics processing unit (Graphics Processing Unit,
GPU) 841 and a microphone 842. The graphics process-
ing unit 841 processes image data of a static picture or
a video obtained by an image capture apparatus (such
as a camera) in a video capture mode or an image capture
mode. A processed image frame may be displayed on
the display unit 860. The image frame processed by the
graphics processing unit 841 may be stored in the mem-
ory 890 (or another storage medium) or sent by using
the radio frequency unit 810 or the network module 820.
The microphone 842 may receive sound and can process
such sound into audio data. The processed audio data
may be output by being converted into a format that may
be sent to a mobile communications network device by
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using the radio frequency unit 810 in a telephone call
mode.
[0096] The terminal 80 further includes at least one
sensor 850, such as an optional sensor, a motion sensor,
and another sensor. Specifically, the optional sensor in-
cludes an ambient light sensor and a proximity sensor.
The ambient light sensor may adjust luminance of the
display panel 861 based on brightness of ambient light,
and the proximity sensor may disable the display panel
861 and/or backlight when the terminal 80 approaches
an ear. As a type of the motion sensor, an accelerometer
sensor may detect magnitude of an acceleration in each
direction (generally three axes), and may detect magni-
tude and a direction of gravity when being static. The
accelerometer sensor may be used for recognizing a ter-
minal gesture (for example, horizontal and vertical screen
switching, a related game, or magnetometer posture cal-
ibration), a function related to vibration recognition (for
example, a pedometer or a strike), or the like. The sensor
850 may further include a fingerprint sensor, a pressure
sensor, an iris sensor, a molecular sensor, a gyroscope,
a barometer, a hygrometer, a thermometer, an infrared
sensor, and the like. This is not described herein.
[0097] The display unit 860 is configured to display in-
formation entered by the user or information provided for
the user. The display unit 860 may include a display panel
861, and the display panel 861 may be configured in a
form of a liquid crystal display (Liquid Crystal Display,
LCD), an organic light-emitting diode (Organic Light-
Emitting Diode, OLED), or the like.
[0098] The user input unit 870 may be configured to
receive input digit or character information and generate
key signal input related to user setting and function con-
trol of the terminal. Specifically, the user input unit 870
includes a touch panel 871 and another input device 872.
The touch panel 871, also referred to as a touchscreen,
may collect a touch operation performed by the user on
or near the touch panel 871 (for example, an operation
performed by the user on or near the touch panel 871 by
using any suitable object or accessory such as a finger
or a stylus). The touch panel 871 may include two parts:
a touch detection apparatus and a touch controller. The
touch detection apparatus detects a touch position of the
user, detects a signal brought by the touch operation,
and transmits the signal to the touch controller. The touch
controller receives touch information from the touch de-
tection apparatus, converts the touch information into
contact coordinates, sends the contact coordinates to
the processor 811, and can receive and execute a com-
mand sent by the processor 811. In addition, the touch
panel 871 may be implemented by using a plurality of
types such as a resistive type, a capacitive type, an in-
frared ray, and a surface acoustic wave. The user input
unit 870 may include another input device 872 in addition
to the touch panel 871. Specifically, the another input
device 872 may include but is not limited to a physical
keyboard, a function key (such as a volume control key
or an on/off key), a trackball, a mouse, a joystick, and

the like. Details are not described herein.
[0099] Optionally, the touch panel 871 may cover the
display panel 861. After detecting the touch operation on
or near the touch panel 871, the touch panel 871 trans-
mits the touch operation to the processor 811 to deter-
mine a type of a touch event, and then the processor 811
provides corresponding visual output on the display pan-
el 861 based on the type of the touch event. In FIG. 8,
the touch panel 871 and the display panel 861 are used
as two independent components to implement input and
output functions of the terminal. However, in some em-
bodiments, the touch panel 871 and the display panel
861 may be integrated to implement the input and output
functions of the terminal. This is not specifically limited
herein.
[0100] The interface unit 880 is an interface connecting
an external apparatus to the terminal 80. For example,
the external apparatus may include a wired or wireless
headset port, an external power supply (or battery charg-
er) port, a wired or wireless data port, a storage card port,
a port configured to connect to an apparatus having an
identification module, an audio input/output (I/O) port, a
video I/O port, a headset port, and the like. The interface
unit 880 may be configured to receive input (for example,
data information and power) from the external apparatus
and transmit the received input to one or more elements
in the terminal 80, or may be configured to transmit data
between the terminal 80 and the external apparatus.
[0101] The memory 890 may be configured to store a
software program and various data. The memory 890
may mainly include a program storage area and a data
storage area. The program storage area may store an
operating system, an application program required by at
least one function (such as a sound play function or an
image play function), and the like. The data storage area
may store data (such as audio data or an address book)
or the like created based on use of the mobile phone. In
addition, the memory 890 may include a high-speed ran-
dom access memory, and may further include a non-
volatile memory such as at least one magnetic disk stor-
age component, a flash memory component, or another
volatile solid-state storage component.
[0102] The processor 811 is a control center of the ter-
minal, and is connected to all parts of the entire terminal
by using various interfaces and lines, and performs var-
ious functions of the terminal and processes data by run-
ning or executing the software program and/or the mod-
ule that are stored in the memory 890 and invoking the
data stored in the memory 890, to implement overall mon-
itoring on the terminal. The processor 811 may include
one or more processing units. Optionally, the processor
811 may be integrated with an application processor and
a modem processor. The application processor mainly
processes an operating system, a user interface, an ap-
plication program, and the like, and the modem processor
mainly processes wireless communication. It may be un-
derstood that the modem processor may also not be in-
tegrated into the processor 811.
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[0103] The terminal 80 may further include a power
supply 812 (such as a battery) that supplies power to
each component. Optionally, the power supply 812 may
be logically connected to the processor 811 by using a
power management system, to implement functions such
as charging, discharging, and power consumption man-
agement by using the power management system.
[0104] In addition, the terminal 80 includes some func-
tion modules not shown, and details are not described
herein.
[0105] Optionally, an embodiment of the present dis-
closure further provides a terminal, including a processor
811, a memory 890, and a computer program that is
stored in the memory 890 and executable on the proc-
essor 811. When the computer program is executed by
the processor 811, each process of the foregoing data
processing method embodiment applied to a terminal
side can be implemented, and a same technical effect
can be achieved. To avoid repetition, details are not de-
scribed herein.
[0106] An embodiment of the present disclosure fur-
ther provides a computer-readable storage medium. A
computer program is stored in the computer-readable
storage medium. When being executed by a processor,
the computer program implements each process of the
foregoing data processing method embodiment applied
to a terminal side, and a same technical effect can be
achieved. To avoid repetition, details are not described
herein. The computer-readable storage medium includes
a read-only memory (Read-only Memory, ROM for short),
a random access memory (Random Access Memory,
RAM for short), a magnetic disk, an optical disc, or the
like.
[0107] As shown in FIG. 9, an embodiment of the
present disclosure further provides a network device 900,
including:

a sending module 901, configured to send configu-
ration information of a Packet Data Convergence
Protocol PDCP data duplication function of a first
radio bearer RB to a terminal; where
the PDCP data duplication function corresponds to
at least three transmission paths.

[0108] Optionally, the configuration information in-
cludes an initial state of the PDCP data duplication func-
tion of the first RB.
[0109] The initial state includes an activated state or a
deactivated state.
[0110] Specifically, the initial state is indicated by using
a transmission path set.
[0111] Optionally, the configuration information in-
cludes a main transmission path of the first RB; or

the configuration information includes a main trans-
mission path of the first RB and an initial state of the
PDCP data duplication function of the first RB; where
the initial state includes an activated state or a de-

activated state.

[0112] Specifically, the initial state is indicated in at
least one of the following manners:

indication information of a preset quantity of bits; and
a transmission path set.

[0113] An embodiment of the present disclosure fur-
ther provides a network device, including a memory, a
processor, and a computer program that is stored in the
memory and executable on the processor. When the
computer program is executed by the processor, each
process of the foregoing information configuration meth-
od embodiment applied to the network device can be
implemented, and a same technical effect can be
achieved. To avoid repetition, details are not described
herein.
[0114] An embodiment of the present disclosure fur-
ther provides a computer-readable storage medium. A
computer program is stored in the computer-readable
storage medium. When the computer program is execut-
ed by a processor, each process of the foregoing infor-
mation configuration method embodiment applied to the
network device is implemented, and a same technical
effect can be achieved. To avoid repetition, details are
not described herein. The computer-readable storage
medium includes a read-only memory (Read-only Mem-
ory, ROM for short), a random access memory (Random
Access Memory, RAM for short), a magnetic disk, an
optical disc, or the like.
[0115] FIG. 10 is a structural diagram of a network de-
vice according to an embodiment of the present disclo-
sure. Details of the foregoing information configuration
method can be implemented, and a same effect can be
achieved. As shown in FIG. 10, a network device 1000
includes a processor 1001, a transceiver 1002, a memory
1003, and a bus interface.
[0116] The processor 1001 is configured to read a pro-
gram in the memory 1003 and perform the following proc-
ess:

sending, by using the transceiver 1002, configura-
tion information of a Packet Data Convergence Pro-
tocol PDCP data duplication function of a first radio
bearer RB to a terminal; where
the PDCP data duplication function corresponds to
at least three transmission paths.

[0117] In FIG. 10, a bus architecture may include any
quantity of interconnected buses and bridges, and is spe-
cifically linked by various circuits of one or more proces-
sors represented by the processor 1001 and a memory
represented by the memory 1003. The bus architecture
may further link various other circuits such as a peripheral
device, a voltage regulator, and a power management
circuit together. These are all well-known in the art, and
therefore are not further described in this specification.
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The bus interface provides interfaces. The transceiver
1002 may be multiple elements, in other words, includes
a transmitter and a receiver, and provides a unit config-
ured to communicate with various other apparatuses on
a transmission medium.
[0118] Optionally, the configuration information in-
cludes an initial state of the PDCP data duplication func-
tion of the first RB.
[0119] The initial state includes an activated state or a
deactivated state.
[0120] Optionally, the initial state is indicated by using
a transmission path set.
[0121] Optionally, the configuration information in-
cludes a main transmission path of the first RB; or

the configuration information includes a main trans-
mission path of the first RB and an initial state of the
PDCP data duplication function of the first RB; where
the initial state includes an activated state or a de-
activated state.

[0122] Optionally, the initial state is indicated in at least
one of the following manners:

indication information of a preset quantity of bits; and
a transmission path set.

[0123] The network device may be a base transceiver
station (Base Transceiver Station, BTS for short) in a
Global System for Mobile Communications (Global Sys-
tem of Mobile communication, GSM for short) or Code
Division Multiple Access (Code Division Multiple Access,
CDMA for short), or may be a NodeB (NodeB, NB for
short) in Wideband Code Division Multiple Access (Wide-
band Code Division Multiple Access, WCDMA for short),
or may be an evolved NodeB (Evolutional NodeB, eNB
or eNodeB for short) in LTE, or a relay station or an ac-
cess point, or a base station in a future 5G network, which
is not limited herein.
[0124] The foregoing description is an optional imple-
mentation of the present disclosure. It should be noted
that, for a person of ordinary skill in the art, improvements
and ornaments may be made without departing from the
principles of the present disclosure. The improvements
and ornaments are also within the protection scope of
the present disclosure.

Claims

1. A data processing method, applied to a terminal and
comprising:

determining, by a packet data convergence pro-
tocol PDCP entity of the terminal, at least one
first transmission path that is in a transmission
path set currently in an activated state and that
needs to be changed from the activated state to

a deactivated state; and
instructing, by the PDCP entity of the terminal,
a radio link control RLC entity corresponding to
the first transmission path to discard duplicated
data, in a case where the at least one first trans-
mission path is not all transmission paths in the
transmission path set; wherein
the transmission path set comprises at least one
transmission path.

2. The data processing method according to claim 1,
before the determining, by a packet data conver-
gence protocol PDCP entity of the terminal, at least
one first transmission path that is in a transmission
path set currently in an activated state and that needs
to be changed from the activated state to a deacti-
vated state, further comprising:

obtaining configuration information of a PDCP
data duplication function of a first radio bearer
RB of the terminal; wherein
the PDCP data duplication function corresponds
to at least three transmission paths.

3. The data processing method according to claim 2,
wherein the configuration information comprises an
initial state of the PDCP data duplication function of
the first RB; and
the initial state comprises the activated state or the
deactivated state.

4. The data processing method according to claim 3,
wherein the initial state is indicated by using the
transmission path set.

5. The data processing method according to claim 3,
wherein the determining, by a packet data conver-
gence protocol PDCP entity of the terminal, at least
one first transmission path that is in a transmission
path set currently in an activated state and that needs
to be changed from the activated state to a deacti-
vated state comprises:

obtaining, by the PDCP entity of the terminal,
indication information, wherein the indication in-
formation is used to indicate a transmission path
that needs to be deactivated; and
determining, by the PDCP entity of the terminal
according to the indication information, the at
least one first transmission path that is in the
transmission path set currently in the activated
state and that needs to be changed from the
activated state to the deactivated state.

6. The data processing method according to claim 5,
wherein the obtaining, by the PDCP entity of the ter-
minal, indication information comprises:
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receiving, by the PDCP entity of the terminal,
indication information sent by a network device
by using preset signaling; or
obtaining, by the PDCP entity of the terminal,
indication information sent by a higher layer of
the terminal; wherein
the preset signaling comprises media access
control MAC signaling or radio resource control
RRC signaling.

7. The data processing method according to claim 2,
wherein the configuration information comprises a
main transmission path of the first RB; or

the configuration information comprises a main
transmission path of the first RB and an initial
state of the PDCP data duplication function of
the first RB; wherein
the initial state comprises the activated state or
the deactivated state.

8. The data processing method according to claim 7,
wherein the initial state is indicated in at least one of
following manners:

indication information of a preset quantity of bits;
and
the transmission path set.

9. The data processing method according to claim 7,
wherein the determining, by a packet data conver-
gence protocol PDCP entity of the terminal, at least
one first transmission path that is in a transmission
path set currently in an activated state and that needs
to be changed from the activated state to a deacti-
vated state comprises:

receiving radio resource control RRC signaling
sent by a network device for reconfiguring the
main transmission path; and
determining, by the PDCP entity of the terminal
based on the RRC signaling, the at least one
first transmission path that is in the transmission
path set currently in the activated state and that
needs to be changed from the activated state to
the deactivated state; wherein
the RRC signaling carries an initial state of a
PDCP data duplication function obtained after
the main transmission path is reconfigured.

10. The data processing method according to any one
of claims 1 to 9, after the determining, by a packet
data convergence protocol PDCP entity of the ter-
minal, at least one first transmission path that is in a
transmission path set currently in an activated state
and that needs to be changed from the activated
state to a deactivated state, the data processing
method further comprises:

in the case where the at least one first transmission
path is all transmission paths in the transmission
path set, transmitting duplicated data in the RLC en-
tity corresponding to the first transmission path.

11. The data processing method according to claim 10,
wherein the transmitting duplicated data in the RLC
entity corresponding to the first transmission path
comprises:

transmitting, according to a preset rule, the du-
plicated data in the RLC entity corresponding to
the first transmission path; wherein
the preset rule comprises:
a logical channel limitation corresponding to the
RLC entity corresponding to the first transmis-
sion path is configured for the PDCP data dupli-
cation function, and when data in the RLC entity
corresponding to the first transmission path is
transmitted, the logical channel limitation is not
used for a logical channel corresponding to the
RLC entity corresponding to the first transmis-
sion path.

12. An information configuration method, applied to a
network device and comprising:

sending configuration information of a packet
data convergence protocol PDCP data duplica-
tion function of a first radio bearer RB to a ter-
minal; wherein
the PDCP data duplication function corresponds
to at least three transmission paths.

13. The information configuration method according to
claim 12, wherein the configuration information com-
prises an initial state of the PDCP data duplication
function of the first RB; and
the initial state comprises an activated state or a de-
activated state.

14. The information configuration method according to
claim 13, wherein the initial state is indicated by using
a transmission path set.

15. The information configuration method according to
claim 12, wherein the configuration information com-
prises a main transmission path of the first RB; or

the configuration information comprises a main
transmission path of the first RB and an initial
state of the PDCP data duplication function of
the first RB; wherein
the initial state comprises an activated state or
a deactivated state.

16. The information configuration method according to
claim 15, wherein the initial state is indicated in at
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least one of following manners:

indication information of a preset quantity of bits;
and
a transmission path set.

17. A terminal, comprising:

a determining module, configured to determine
at least one first transmission path that is in a
transmission path set currently in an activated
state and that needs to be changed from the
activated state to a deactivated state; and
an instruction module, configured to: instruct a
radio link control RLC entity corresponding to
the first transmission path to discard duplicated
data, in a case where the at least one first trans-
mission path is not all transmission paths in the
transmission path set; wherein
the transmission path set comprises at least one
transmission path.

18. The terminal according to claim 17, wherein before
the determining module determines the at least one
first transmission path that is in the transmission path
set currently in the activated state and that needs to
be changed from the activated state to the deacti-
vated state, the terminal further comprises:

an obtaining module, configured to obtain con-
figuration information of a packet data conver-
gence protocol PDCP data duplication function
of a first radio bearer RB of the terminal; wherein
the PDCP data duplication function corresponds
to at least three transmission paths.

19. The terminal according to claim 18, wherein the con-
figuration information comprises an initial state of the
PDCP data duplication function of the first RB; and
the initial state comprises the activated state or the
deactivated state.

20. The terminal according to claim 18, wherein the con-
figuration information comprises a main transmis-
sion path of the first RB; or

the configuration information comprises a main
transmission path of the first RB and an initial
state of the PDCP data duplication function of
the first RB; wherein
the initial state comprises the activated state or
the deactivated state.

21. A terminal, comprising: a memory, a processor, and
a program that is stored in the memory and execut-
able on the processor, wherein when the program is
executed by the processor, steps in the data
processing method according to any one of claims

1 to 11 are implemented.

22. A network device, comprising:

a sending module, configured to send configu-
ration information of a packet data convergence
protocol PDCP data duplication function of a first
radio bearer RB to a terminal; wherein
the PDCP data duplication function corresponds
to at least three transmission paths.

23. A network device, comprising: a memory, a proces-
sor, and a program that is stored in the memory and
executable on the processor, wherein when the pro-
gram is executed by the processor, steps in the in-
formation configuration method according to any one
of claims 12 to 16 are implemented.

24. A computer-readable storage medium, wherein the
computer-readable storage medium stores a pro-
gram, and when the program is executed by a proc-
essor, steps of the data processing method accord-
ing to any one of claims 1 to 11 are implemented, or
steps of the information configuration method ac-
cording to any one of claims 12 to 16 are implement-
ed.
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